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a b s t r a c t
Alspach conjectured that every connected Cayley graph of even valency on a finite Abelian
group is Hamilton-decomposable. Using some techniques of Liu, this article shows that if A
is an Abelian group of even order with a generating set {a, b}, and A contains a subgroup of
index two, generated by c , then the 6-regular Cayley graph Cay(A; {a, b, c}⋆) is Hamilton-
decomposable.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
If A is a finite Abelian group, and S is a subset of A−{0}, then the inverse-closure of S, denoted S⋆, is the smallest superset
of S such that for all s ∈ S, we have s ∈ S⋆ ⇔ −s ∈ S⋆. The Cayley graph of Awith connection set S⋆, is the graph X , denoted
Cay(A; S⋆), with V (X) = A and E(X) = {{x, y}: y− x ∈ S⋆}. Cay(A; S⋆) is connected if and only if S is a generating set for A.
If y− x = s ∈ S⋆, we say {x, y} is generated by s, or {x, y} is an s-edge. The subgraph Y of Cay(A; S⋆) is generated by s if E(Y )
consists of all s-edges of E(X). If s is an involution of A, then the subgraph generated by s is a 1-factor of Cay(A; S⋆). If s is a
non-involution, then the subgraph generated by s is a 2-factor of Cay(A; S⋆).
A spanning cycle of a graph is called a Hamilton cycle. A Hamilton decomposition of a graph is a partition of its edge set
into Hamilton cycles if it has even valency, or Hamilton cycles and a single perfect matching, if it has odd valency. A graph
is Hamilton-decomposable if it admits a Hamilton decomposition. Alspach [1] conjectured that Cayley graphs on Abelian
groups are Hamilton-decomposable. After more than twenty-five years, this conjecture remains quite unresolved (see the
survey by Curran–Gallian [4]). It has been investigated from many vantage points: the valency, the group order, the group
type, restrictions on the connection set, etc. The following theorem, resulting from years of work by numerous people,
summarizes what is known about Alspach’s conjecture with respect to the graph’s valency.
Theorem 1.1 (Alspach et al. [2], Bermond et al. [3], Dean [6], Fan et al. [7], Liu [8,9], Westlund et al. [11]). A connected Cayley
graph on a finite Abelian group is Hamilton-decomposable if it is k-regular for k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, or is 6-regular and of odd order.
Liu has the most general results on Alspach’s conjecture to date. The connection set S⋆ of Cay(A; S⋆) is said to beminimal
if for all s ∈ S⋆, the subgroup generated by the elements of S⋆−{±s} does not contain s; and strongly minimal if for all s ∈ S⋆,
the subgroup generated by S⋆ − {±s} does not contain 2s.
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Theorem 1.2 (Liu [9,10]). The connected Cayley graph Cay(A; S⋆) on Abelian group A is Hamilton-decomposable if
(a) the order of A is odd, and S⋆ is a minimal connection set, or
(b) the order of A is even, at least four, and S⋆ is a strongly minimal connection set.
The following result of Dean applies to 6-regular circulant graphs, i.e., Cayley graphs of cyclic groups.
Theorem 1.3 (Dean [5,6]). If A has odd order, or A is an even order cyclic group generated by a, then the connected, 6-regular
circulant graph, Cay(A; {a, b, c}⋆), is Hamilton-decomposable.
This article establishes the existence of a new Hamilton-decomposable family of even order, 6-regular Cayley graphs,
not covered by Theorems 1.1–1.3. Note, all Abelian groups of order 2n, where n is square-free, will have a cyclic subgroup
of index two.
The following Main Result is Theorem 3.5 of Section 3.
Main result. If A is an even order Abelian group with generating set {a, b}, and A contains a subgroup of index two, generated by
c , then the 6-regular Cayley graph, Cay(A; {a, b, c}⋆), is Hamilton-decomposable.
The connection set in the main result is not minimal (and therefore not strongly minimal either). Hence, Theorem 1.2(b)
may not be applied. The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.3 and the Main Result.
Corollary 1.4. If X is a circulant graph of even order n having connection set {±a,±b,±c}, and gcd(n, a, b) · gcd(n, c) = 2,
then X is Hamilton-decomposable.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we list a collection of techniques to create Hamilton cycles. We will rely considerably on the notation and
techniques developed by Liu [8] and Fan et al. [7]. Let An = a1a2 · · · ana1 and Bm = b1b2 · · · bmb1 denote cycles of length n
andm, where all subscripts are expressed modulo n andm, respectively. Definitions 2.1–2.2 and Remarks 2.3–2.4 appeared
in [8].
Definition 2.1. The r-pseudo-cartesian product of An and Bm, denoted An×r Bm, where 0 ≤ r < m, is the simple graph with
vertex set {(ai, bj) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m} and edge set consisting of horizontal and vertical edges.
Horizontal edges: {{(ai, bj), (ai+1, bj)}, {(an, bj), (a1, bj+r)} : 1 ≤ i < n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m}
Vertical edges: {{(ai, bj), (ai, bj+1)}, {(ai, b1), (ai, bm)} : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j < m}.
For a fixed i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the ai-column is the subgraph induced on the vertices {(ai, bj) : 1 ≤ j ≤ m}. For a fixed j,
where 1 ≤ j ≤ m, the bj-row is the subgraph induced on the vertices {(ai, bj) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Definition 2.2. Color the vertical edges of An×r Bm red and the horizontal edges green. For fixed integers i and j, where
1 ≤ i < n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m, define an {ai, ai+1, bj, bj+1}-color switch as an operation that interchanges the color of the edges
{{(ai, bj), (ai+1, bj)}, {(ai, bj+1), (ai+1, bj+1)}}
with the color of the edges
{{(ai, bj), (ai, bj+1)}, {(ai+1, bj), (ai+1, bj+1)}}.
Similarly, for a fixed integer j, where 1 ≤ j ≤ m, an {an, a1, bj, bj+1}-color switch interchanges the color of the edges
{{(an, bj), (a1, bj+r)}, {(an, bj+1), (a1, bj+1+r)}}
with the color of the edges
{{(an, bj), (an, bj+1)}, {(a1, bj+r), (a1, bj+1+r)}}.
For brevity, we shall denote this as {ai, ai+1, bj, bj+1}-CS. A color-switching configuration, or CS-configuration, is a set of color-
switches which are pairwise edge-disjoint.
Remark 2.3. The horizontal edges of An×r Bm in the bi- and bj-rows are on the same cycle if and only if i ≡
j(mod gcd(r,m)). Thus, if gcd(r,m) = t , then the horizontal edges form a 2-factor, H , which consists of t cycles of length
mn/t , and any consecutive t rows of An×r Bm are on t different cycles of H .
Remark 2.4. Suppose C1 and C2 are vertex-disjoint cycles in a graph X , and {xi, yi} ∈ E(Ci) for i ∈ {1, 2}. If C = x1y1x2y2 is
a cycle of length four in X , and the edges {y1, x2} and {y2, x1} are not in E(C1) ∪ E(C2), then the subgraph of X whose edge
set is the symmetric difference
(E(C1) ∪ E(C2))⊕ E(C)
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Fig. 1. Color-switches (depicted using ) illustrating Remark 2.4.
is a single cycle. In particular, suppose the vertical edges of An×r Bm are colored red and the horizontal edges are
colored green. If the ai- and ai+1-columns are on vertex disjoint red cycles (respectively, the bj- and bj+1-rows are on
vertex disjoint green cycles), then applying an {ai, ai+1, bj, bj+1}-CS, will join the two red cycles into a single red cycle
(respectively, join the two green cycles into a single green cycle). (See the leftmost diagram of Fig. 1.) If {(ai, bj), (ai, bj+1)}
and {(ai+1, bj), (ai+1, bj+1)} lie on a common cycle C , of length d and color c , and are separated by at least two edges, then
applying an {ai, ai+1, bj, bj+1}-CS will produce a cycle also having length d and color c , if and only if, upon making C a
directed cycle, the subsequence of vertices (ai, bj+1), (ai, bj), (ai+1, bj+1), (ai+1, bj) appears on C in that order. (See the right
two diagrams in Fig. 1.)
Remark 2.5. The graph An×r Bm is isomorphic to X = Cay(A; {a, b}⋆), via φ : (ai, bj) → (i − 1)a + (j − 1)b, for all i and
j satisfying 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m, where na = rb. We shall write x = (ai, bj) to abbreviate this correspondence and
will often refer to the CS-configurations given in Section 2 as being applied to X ∼= An×r Bm. If x = (ai, bj), then its inverse,
−x = (ai∗ , bj∗), where i∗ = n− i+ 2 and j∗ = m− (j+ r − 2).
Theorem 2.6 (Fan et al. [7]). For all integers n and m, where n ≥ 3,m ≥ 3, the graph An×r Bm is Hamilton-decomposable.
The following CS-configurations are an important tool in creating Hamilton cycles (see Figs. 2 and 3).
Definition 2.7. Let d be a fixed integer where d = 2d′ ≥ 2.
• Left-alternating horizontal switch, {ai, ai+d, bj}-LAHS, defined by
{{ai+2x, ai+1+2x, bj, bj+1}-CS, {ai+1+2x, ai+2+2x, bj−1, bj}-CS : 0 ≤ x ≤ (d− 2)/2}.
• Right-alternating horizontal switch, {ai, ai+d, bj}-RAHS, defined by
{{ai+2x, ai+1+2x, bj−1, bj}-CS, {ai+1+2x, ai+2+2x, bj, bj+1}-CS : 0 ≤ x ≤ (d− 2)/2}.
• Left-alternating vertical switch, {ai, bj, bj+d}-LAVS, defined by
{{ai−1, ai, bj+2x, bj+1+2x}-CS, {ai, ai+1, bj+1+2x, bj+2+2x}-CS : 0 ≤ x ≤ (d− 2)/2}.
• Right-alternating vertical switch, {ai, bj, bj+d}-RAVS, defined by
{{ai, ai+1, bj+2x, bj+1+2x}-CS, {ai−1, ai, bj+1+2x, bj+2+2x}-CS : 0 ≤ x ≤ (d− 2)/2}.
The following theorem combines and slightly generalizes Lemmas 3.12 and 3.14 in [10].
Theorem 2.8. Partition the edges of An×r Bm into t horizontal green cycles and n vertical red cycles, where m = kt. Fix integers
i, ℓ, z, and d, that satisfy 2 ≤ i < z ≤ n; 0 ≤ ℓ < m; and 1 ≤ d ≤ k.
(a) If t = 2t ′ + 1 ≥ 3, then an {ai, b1+ℓ, bt+ℓ}-LAVS or RAVS will produce a green Hamilton cycle. Furthermore, the switch,
{az, az+1, bdt+ℓ, bdt+1+ℓ}-CS will preserve the green Hamilton cycle.
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Fig. 2. An {ai, ai+d, bj}-LAHS (on left) and an {ai, ai+d, bj}-RAHS (on right) from Definition 2.7.
Fig. 3. An {ai, bj, bj+d}-LAVS (on left) and an {ai, bj, bj+d}-RAVS (on right) from Definition 2.7.
(b) If t = 2t ′ ≥ 4, then an {ai, b1+ℓ, bt−1+ℓ}-LAVS or -RAVS and either an
{az, az+1, bdt−1+ℓ, bdt+ℓ}-CS or an {az, az+1, bm+ℓ, b1+ℓ}-CS
will produce a green Hamilton cycle.
The switches in (a) and (b) will join the red cycles in the ai−1-, ai-, and ai+1-columns into a single red cycle.
Theorem 2.9 (Liu [10]). Partition the edges of An×r Bm into t horizontal green cycles and n vertical red cycles, where m = kt
and t = 2t ′. If the colors of the edge sets E1 and E2 are switched, where
E1 = {(a1, b2j−1)(a1, b2j) : 1 ≤ j ≤ m/2} ∪ {(an, b2j)(an, b2j+1) : 1 ≤ j ≤ m/2}
and E2 = {(an, bi)(a1, bi+r) : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}, then the result is a green Hamilton cycle and a red cycle consisting of the vertices in
the a1- and an-columns. If this red cycle is oriented, all vertical edges have the same direction.
The following simple observation will be used frequently.
Corollary 2.10. If the CS -configuration of Theorem 2.9 is applied to An×r Bm, then for any integer j, where j ≥ 1, and even
integer d, where d ≥ 2, applying an {ai, ai+d, b2j+1}-RAHS will preserve the green Hamilton cycle.
Definition 2.11 (Fan et al. [7]). Let K1, K2, . . . , Kk be a set of edge-disjoint color switches in An×r Bm, where k ≥ 3. {Kk−1, Kk}
is a good pair if Kk−2 is to the right of Ki for all i ≤ k−3, Kk−1 is to the right of Kk−2, Kk is to the right of Kk−1, and there exists
a positive integer y such that Kk−2 and Kk are both incident with the by- and by+1-rows, and Kk−1 is incident with either the
by- and by−1-rows or the by+1- and by+2-rows.
Theorem 2.12 (Fan et al. [7]). Suppose K1, K2, . . . , Kk is a set of edge-disjoint color-switches in An×r Bm, where k ≥ 3, and
{Kk−1, Kk} is a good pair. If, after applying K1, . . . , Kk−2, there exists a green Hamilton cycle, then applying Kk−1 and Kk will
preserve the cycle.
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The following color-switch will be used throughout Section 3.
Definition 2.13. Let X be a graph with V (X) = {(ai, bj) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, that contains An×r Bm as a spanning
subgraph. Suppose that
C = (ai, bj), (ai, bj+1), (ak, bℓ+1), (ak, bℓ), (ai, bj)
is a 4-cycle in X . If the edges {(ai, bj), (ai, bj+1)} and {(ak, bℓ), (ak, bℓ+1)} are colored c1, and {(ai, bj), (ak, bℓ)} and
{(ai, bj+1), (ak, bℓ+1)} are colored c2, then an {ai, ak, bj, bℓ}-vertical oblique color-switch, or VOCS, is a color-switch that
interchanges the colors of the edges in C . Likewise, an {ai, ak, bj, bℓ}-horizontal oblique color-switch, or HOCS, is a color-
switch that interchanges the colors of edges in the 4-cycle,
C = (ai, bj), (ai+1, bj), (ak+1, bℓ), (ak, bℓ), (ai, bj).
Cayley graphs of quotient groups have been used to find Hamilton cycles. We use |A : H| for the index of the subgroup H in
A, and ⟨a⟩ for the cyclic subgroup generated by a.
Definition 2.14. If X = Cay(A; S⋆), and A = A/B, for some normal subgroup B, then X = Cay(A; S⋆), where S⋆ = {s: s ∈ S⋆}
and s = s+ B, is called a quotient graph of X .
Definition 2.15. Suppose X = Cay(A; S⋆) and X = Cay(A; S⋆). If {x, y} ∈ E(Y ), and x− y = s, for some s ∈ S⋆, then the set
LX {x, y} = {{u, v} : u = x, v = y, u− v = s} ⊆ E(X)
is called the lift {x, y}. Furthermore, given a subgraph F of Y , let F be the subgraph of X that is induced on the lifts of all edges
of F . Then F is called the lift of the subgraph F , or we say F is the subgraph of X that F lifts to.
Edge-disjoint subgraphs of Y lift to edge-disjoint subgraphs of X . Lifting Hamilton cycles in quotient graphs is by no means
a new idea, and many approaches can be taken. Liu established an important relationship between certain 6-regular Cayley
graphs and D(3,m, n)-graphs, defined below.
Definition 2.16 (Liu [8]). For integers m and n, where m ≥ 3 and n ≥ 3, a D(3,m, n)-graph is a graph G, of order nm and
size 3mn, with vertex set V (G), and edge set E(G), defined below.
1. V (G) = {(ai, bj) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m}.
2. E(G) = F ∪ H1 ∪ H2, where F ,H1, and H2 are edge-disjoint 2-factors:
F = {{(ai, bj), (ai, bj+1)}, {(ai, b1), (ai, bm)}: 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j < m};
H1 = {{(aσ1(i), bj), (aσ1(i+1), bj)}, {(aσ1(n), bj), (aσ1(1), bj+r1)}: 1 ≤ i < n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m};
H2 = {{(a2σ2(i), bj), (a2σ2(i+1), bj)}, {(a2σ2(n), bj), (a2σ2(1), bj+r2)}: 1 ≤ i < n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m};
where rk is an integer and 0 ≤ rk < m; σ1 and σ2 are permutations of [n]; and (a2t , bj) denotes the vertex (at , bj+ht ) for
some integer ht , 0 ≤ ht < m.
Remark 2.17 (Liu [8]). D(3,m, n)-graphs can be viewed as two pseudo-cartesian products that share a common 2-factor.
If Bm = b1b2 · · · bmb1, An = aσ1(1)aσ1(2) · · · aσ1(n)aσ1(1), and A(2)n = a2σ2(1)a2σ2(2) · · · a2σ2(n)a2σ2(1), then H1 ∪ F ∼= An×r1 Bm and
H2 ∪ F ∼= A(2)n ×r2 Bm.
Theorem 2.18 (Liu [8]). If X = Cay(A/⟨s3⟩; {s1, s2}⋆) is Hamilton-decomposable into cycles
H1 = aσ1(1), aσ1(2), . . . , aσ1(n), aσ1(1) and H2 = aσ2(1), aσ2(2), . . . , aσ2(n), aσ2(1),
then X = Cay(A; {s1, s2, s3}⋆) is a D(3,m, n)-graph, with m = |s3|, n = |A : ⟨s3⟩|, where Hi is the 2-factor that Hi lifts to, and F
the 2-factor generated by s3.
3. Using a cyclic subgroup of index two
In this section, we consider Hamilton decompositions of the 6-regular Cayley graph X = Cay(A; {a, b, c}⋆), such that
±a ≠ ±b ≠ ±c on an Abelian group A of order 2N generated by {b, c}, where |a| = N .
Lemma 3.1. If X = Cay(A; {a, b, c}⋆) is a 6-regular Cayley graph on an Abelian group A of order 2N, generated by {b, c}, and
N = |a| = |b| > |c|, and ⟨c⟩ has odd index n, then X is Hamilton-decomposable.
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Proof. Color the a-edges of X blue. The subgraph X ′ = Cay(A; {b, c}⋆) ∼= An×r B2m, where |c| = 2m and gcd(r, 2m) = 2.
Color the horizontal b-edges green and the vertical c-edges red. Let the vertex a = (ap, bq). By Lagrange’s Theorem, a ∉ ⟨c⟩
and c ∉ ⟨a⟩. This implies that for all integers i and j, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ 2m, the vertices x = (ai, bj) and
y = (ai, bj+1) are on different blue cycles. Apply an {a1, an, b2}-RAHS to X ′ to create a red Hamilton cycle. The parity
of n implies the column direction pattern of red edges is: ↑↓↑ · · · ↓ ↑. By Remark 2.4 and Theorem 2.12, apply an
{an, a1, b1+r , b2+r}-CS to obtain a green Hamilton cycle and preserve the red Hamilton cycle. At this point, the column
direction pattern of red edges is the same, with the exception of the ↓-edges in the a1-column that are between the b2-
and b1+r -rows.
Case 1: ⟨a⟩ = ⟨b⟩. All elements of ⟨a⟩ are on odd bj-rows, so q = 2q′ + 1 and q ≤ 2m − 1. We now define a VOCS on a
4-cycle of vertices having two non-adjacent blue edges on different cycles and two non-adjacent red edges having the same
direction. Depending on c , there are four cases.
(a) (p, q, r) = (2p′, 1, 2) where p′ ≥ 1 and m = 2. The inverse of a corresponds to the vertex −a = (ap∗ , b3), where
p∗ is odd, and 3 ≤ p∗ ≤ n. In this case, we only consider n ≥ 5, for n = 3 implies |A| = 12, and, up to graph
isomorphism, there are only three easy cases to consider. The green edges {(a1, b3), (a1, b4)} and {(ap∗ , b1), (ap∗ , b2)}
have opposite direction and {(a1, b3), (ap∗ , b1)} and {(a1, b4), (ap∗ , b2)} are blue edges on different cycles. Apply an
{a1, ap∗ , b3, b1}-VOCS to create a blue Hamilton cycle and, by Remark 2.4, break the green Hamilton cycle into a 2-factor
consisting of two cycles. In particular, the edges {(ap∗−1, b2), (ap∗−1, b3)} and {(ap∗ , b2), (ap∗ , b3)} are on two different
green cycles and {(ap∗−1, b2), (ap∗ , b2)} and {(ap∗−1, b3), (ap∗ , b3)} are red edges that have the same direction. Apply an
{ap∗−1, ap∗ , b2, b3}-CS to obtain a Hamilton decomposition, by Remark 2.4.
(b) (p, q, r) = (2p′, 1, 2) where p′ ≥ 1 and m ≥ 3. Reflect all color-switches about the b2-row. The column direction
pattern is ↑↑↓ · · · ↑ ↓, except for the ↓-edge, {(a1, b3), (a1, b4)}. As 2m ≥ 6, the edge {(a1, bm), (a1, b1)} is red and
has the same direction as {(ap, bm), (ap, b1)}. Apply an {a1, ap, bm, bm}-VOCS to obtain a Hamilton decomposition, by
Remark 2.4.
(c) (p, q, r) = (2p′, 2q′ + 1, 2r ′), where q′ ≥ 0 and r ′ ≥ 1. The color-switches defined in (3.1.1), will produce a Hamilton
decomposition of X:
{a1, ap, b2, bq+1}-VOCS if q′ ≥ 1;
{a1, ap, b3, b3}-VOCS if q′ = 0 and r ′ > 1. (3.1.1)
(d) p = 2p′ + 1, where p′ ≥ 1. As p∗ is even, apply Cases (a)–(c) by replacing (p, q)with (p∗, q∗).
Case 2: ⟨a⟩ ≠ ⟨b⟩. Here |⟨a⟩ ∩ ⟨b⟩| = N/2, so that x ∈ ⟨a⟩ ∩ ⟨b⟩ ⇔ x = (2k)b, for some 0 ≤ k ≤ N/2. As {b, c} ∩ ⟨a⟩ = ∅,
the vertex (ai, bj) is on one blue cycle while (ai+1, bj) and (ai, bj+1) are on the other blue cycle, for all integers i and j, where
1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ 2m − 1. All elements of ⟨b⟩ occur in odd bj-rows, so a = (ap, b2q′) where 1 < p ≤ n and
1 ≤ q′ ≤ m. If q′ = 1, then the edges {(a1, b1), (a2, b1)} and {(ap, b2), (ap+1, b2)} are red edges that have the same direction
and {(a1, b1), (ap, b2)} and {(a2, b1), (ap+1, b2)} are blue edges that are not on the same cycle. By Remark 2.4, apply an
{a1, ap, b1, b2}-HOCS to obtain a Hamilton decomposition of X . If p = 2p′ + 1 and q′ ≠ 1, then {(a1, bm), (a1, b1)} and
{(ap, bq−1), (ap, bq)} are red edges that share the same direction, and we may apply an {a1, ap, bm, bq−1}-VOCS to obtain a
Hamilton decomposition of X . If p = 2p′ and q ≠ 2m, apply an {a1, ap, b2, bq+1}-VOCS to obtain a Hamilton decomposition.
Finally, if q = 2m, then−a lies in the odd ap∗-columnand even bq∗-row. Apply aVOCS according to the casewhen p = 2p′+1,
but use−a in place of a to obtain a Hamilton decomposition. 
Lemma 3.2. If X = Cay(A; {a, b, c}⋆) is a 6-regular Cayley graph on an Abelian group A of order 2N, generated by {b, c}, and
N = |a| = |b| > |c|, and ⟨c⟩ has even index n, then X is Hamilton-decomposable.
Proof. Color the a-edges of X blue. As before, the subgraph X ′ = Cay(A; {b, c}⋆) ∼= An×r Bm, where |c| = m. Color the
horizontal b-edges green and the vertical c-edges red. The vertex a = (ap, bq) satisfies 1 < p ≤ n, 1 ≤ q ≤ m, and
(p, q) ≠ (2, 1). Apply the CS-configuration of Theorem 2.9 to X ′.
Case 1: ⟨a⟩ = ⟨b⟩. The vertices x and x + c are on different blue cycles, and the elements of ⟨a⟩ consist of all vertices in
the odd bj-rows. In particular, q = 2q′ + 1. If q > 1, then by Corollary 2.10 and Remark 2.4, the color-switches defined in
(3.2.1) below will produce a Hamilton decomposition of X:
{a1, an−1, bq}-RAHS, {a1, ap, b1, bq}-VOCS if q ≠ 1, p = 2p′ + 1;
{a2, an, bq}-RAHS, {a1, ap, b1, bq}-VOCS if q ≠ 1, p = 2p′ ≠ 2;
{a2, an, bq}-RAHS, {a1, a3, b2, bq+1}-VOCS if p = 2.
(3.2.1)
If q = 1, then −a lies in the ap∗-column and bq∗-row, where q∗ = m − r + 1. As 0 < r < m, we have q∗ ≠ 1. Thus, apply
the CS-configuration of (3.2.1) by replacing (p, q)with (p∗, q∗).
Case 2: ⟨a⟩ ≠ ⟨b⟩. The vertices x and x + b are on different blue cycles, and 2 ≤ p ≤ n and q = 2q′, where 2 ≤ q ≤ m.
To see this, note all vertices in the odd bj-rows are elements of ⟨b⟩, and by assumption, c ∉ ⟨b⟩. The result follows using a
similar technique. 
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Lemma 3.3. If X = Cay(A; {a, b, c}⋆) is a connected, 6-regular Cayley graph on an Abelian group A of order 2N and N = |a| =
|b| = |c|, then X is Hamilton-decomposable.
Proof. Without loss of generality, b ∉ ⟨c⟩, and so A = ⟨b, c⟩. Color the a-edges of X blue. The subgraph X ′ =
Cay(A; {b, c}⋆) ∼= A2×r BN , where 2b = rc. Color the horizontal b-edges green and the vertical c-edges red. Let the vertex
a = (ap, bq). Note that a ∉ ⟨b⟩ ∩ ⟨c⟩, for otherwise, ⟨b⟩ = ⟨c⟩. Again, without loss of generality, there are two cases:
Case 1: a ∉ ⟨b⟩ and a ∈ ⟨c⟩. The vertex a = (a1, bq), where q = 2q′ and N − 2 ≥ q ≥ 4. Also, N = 2N ′, because
|⟨a⟩∩⟨b⟩| = N/2. Note r = 2r ′ ≥ 2, where gcd(r ′,N ′) = 1. Apply an {a1, a2, b1, b2}-CS to create a Hamilton decomposition
of X ′. Apply an {a1, a2, bq, bq+1}-CS to break the green Hamilton cycle into a 2-factor of two cycles, CG1 and CG2 and break the
red Hamilton cycle into a 2-factor of two cycles, CR1 and C
R
2 . It is not difficult to see that the edges {(a1, b1), (a1, b2)} and
{(a2, bq), (a2, bq+1)} are on CG1 and the edges {(a1, bq), (a1, bq+1)} and {(a2, b1), (a2, b2)} are on CG2 . As {(a1, b2), (a1, bq+1)}
and {(a2, b2), (a2, bq+1)} are a-edges on two different blue cycles, apply an {a1, a1, b2, bq+1}-HOCS to obtain a blue Hamilton
cycle and rejoin CR1 and C
R
2 into a red Hamilton cycle. Consider the red c-edges in Ei = {{(ai, bj), (ai, bj+1)} : 2 ≤ j ≤ q− 1}
and Fi = {{(ai, bj), (ai, bj+1)} : q+1 ≤ j ≤ m}. Orienting the red Hamilton cycle, the edges in E2∪F1 have the same direction
and edges in E1 ∪ F2 have the same direction. Note that Ei ≠ ∅ and Fi ≠ ∅ for i ∈ {1, 2}. Let e˜ = {(a2, bj), (a2, bj+1)} ∈ E2
such that x = (a2, bj) is on CG1 and x+ c = (a2, bj+1) is on CG2 . Consider the following paths of b-edges:
P = x, x+ b, x+ 2b, . . . , x+ ib, . . .
Q = x+ c, x+ c + b, x+ c + 2b, . . . , x+ c + ib, . . . .
Note, for all integers i, where i > 0, if hi and ki are both green edges, where hi = {x + (i − 1)b, x + ib} and ki =
{x+ c + (i− 1)b, x+ c + ib}, then {x+ ib, x+ c + ib} is always a red c-edge. Also, as long as {x+ ib, x+ c + ib} ∈ F2, then
both hi+1 and ki+1 are green edges.
Fix the smallest integer j such that hj and kj are green edges and {x + jb, x + c + jb} ∈ F1. Such a j exists, for otherwise
P and Q are green cycles whose union does not span all of the vertices of X , a contradiction. Apply a color-switch on the
4-cycle
x+ (j− 1)b, x+ jb, x+ c + jb, x+ c + (j− 1)b,
to connect CG1 and C
G
2 into a green Hamilton cycle, and preserve the red Hamilton cycle. We now have a Hamilton
decomposition of X .
Case 2: a ∉ ⟨b⟩ and a ∉ ⟨c⟩. Similarly, a = (a2, bq), where q = 2q′ and q ≥ 2. Clearly, (ai, bj) and (ai, bj+1) are on different
blue cycles. Apply the color-switch in Theorem 2.9 to X ′ and an {a1, a2, b1, bq}-VOCS to obtain a Hamilton decomposition of
X . 
Example 3.4. Let X = Cay(Z4 ⊕ Z6; {(3, 4), (1, 1), (1, 4)}⋆). Here, ⟨(1, 1), (1, 4)⟩ = Z4 ⊕ Z6, so X is 6-regular and
connected. Let a = (3, 4), b = (1, 1), and c = (1, 4). Note |a| = |b| = |c| = 12. Recall, X ′ ∼= A2×2 B12. Here
a = 7c ⇒ a = (a1, b8). By Case 1 of Lemma 3.3, an {a1, a2, b1, b2}-CS; {a1, a2, b8, b9}-CS; and an {a1, a1, b2, b9}-HOCS.
Then, e˜ = {(a2, b7), (a2, b8)} ∈ E2 and x = (a2, b7). Color-switch on the 4-cycle, x, x + b, x + c + b, x + c , to create a
Hamilton decomposition of X .
Theorem 3.5. If A is an Abelian group of order 2N generated by {s2, s3}, and |s1| = N, and X = Cay(A; {s1, s2, s3}⋆) is a
connected, 6-regular Cayley graph on A, then X is Hamilton-decomposable.
Proof. The hypotheses imply that |si| ≥ 3 for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. By the result of Theorem 1.3, we need only consider the case
when N ≥ |si| for i ∈ {2, 3}. Without loss of generality, s3 ∉ ⟨s1⟩, and so A = A/⟨s3⟩ = ⟨s1⟩ = ⟨s2⟩ is a cyclic group of order
n. If n = 2, then |s1| = |s3| = N , and we are done by Lemmas 3.1–3.3.
If n ≥ 3, then X = Cay(A; {s1, s2}⋆) has a Hamilton decomposition into H1 and H2. The lift of the Hamilton cycle,
Hi = aσi(1), aσi(2), . . . , aσi(n), is just the 2-factor generated by si in X . By Theorem 2.18, X is a D(3,m, n)-graph, where
m = |s3|, and F is the 2-factor generated by s3. Hence, by Remark 2.17, H1 ∪ F ∼= A(1)n ×r1 Bm and H2 ∪ F ∼= A(2)n ×r2 Bm,
where gcd(r1,m) = 2 and gcd(r2,m) = |A : ⟨s2⟩|. Set t = gcd(r2,m). If t = 2, then N = |s1| = |s2|, and we are again done
by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. Thus, proceed with t ≥ 3. Without loss of generality, σ2 = (1), the identity, and σ1(1) = 1 and
σ1(2) = u. When n ≥ 4, there exists a path P = au, a1, a2, a3 in X , where 4 ≤ u ≤ n, such that au, a1 is a path on H1.
Case 1: n is odd. When n ≥ 5, apply an {a2, b1, bt−1}-RAVS to H2 ∪ F when t = 2t ′ or {a2, b1, bt}-RAVS when t = 2t ′+ 1.
The ai-columns, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, now form one red cycle, CR. To H1 ∪ F , apply an {a1, au, b1+x, b2+x}-CS to obtain a blue Hamilton
cycle, and connect the au-column to CR. At this point, we return to H2 ∪ F . Begin by applying color-switches in a left-
alternating horizontal pattern between the a3-column and the au−1-column along the bt−1-row if t = 2t ′, or the bt-row
if t = 2t ′ + 1. Do not apply a color-switch between the au−1- and au-columns. (If u = 4, then no switches will be applied
at this point.) Pick up the left-alternating horizontal switching pattern between the au- and an-columns. Note that xmay be
defined so the single-color switch applied to H1 ∪ F is edge-disjoint from all horizontal switches in H2 ∪ F . By Theorems 2.8
and 2.12, a red Hamilton cycle is obtained, and a green Hamilton cycle is preserved. If n = 3, then H1 = H2. Apply an
{a2, b1, bt}-RAVS if t = 2t ′ + 1 or the color-switch of Theorem 2.9 when t = 2t ′, to H2 ∪ F . It is now easy to define a single
color-switch in H1 ∪ F to obtain the result.
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Case 2: n is even. Apply an {a2, b1, bt}-RAVS to H2 ∪ F when t = 2t ′ + 1. This creates a green Hamilton cycle, CG, by
Theorem 2.8, and connects the ai-columns, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 into a red cycle. Again, apply an {a1, au, b1+x, b2+x}-CS to H1 ∪ F to
obtain a blue Hamilton cycle. Note that xmay be defined so the single-color switch applied toH1∪F is edge-disjoint from all
horizontal switches in H2 ∪ F . Now use the samemethod as Case 1 to apply horizontal color-switches to H2 ∪ F , to preserve
CG, and obtain a red Hamilton cycle, by the results of Theorems 2.8 and 2.12. If t = 2t ′, then relocate the r2-jump to be
between the a2- and a1-columns, i.e., view H2 = a2, a3, . . . , an−1, a1, and apply the color-switch of Theorem 2.9 to H2∪ F to
create a green Hamilton cycle, CG, and join the a1- and a2-columns into one red cycle. Again, apply an {a1, au, b1+x, b2+x}-CS
to H1 ∪ F to obtain a blue Hamilton cycle. Apply color-switches to H2 ∪ F in a right-alternating horizontal pattern between
the a2-column and the au−1-column along the b3-row. Next, apply color-switches to H2 ∪ F in a right-alternating horizontal
pattern starting from the a1-column and working left towards the au+1-column, along the b3-row. At this point, a total of
n− 3 color switches have been applied along the b3-row, and a red Hamilton cycle, CR, has been created. Orienting CR, since
a1 and a2 share the same direction, and n is even, it is clear that the red edges in the au-column share the same direction
as the red edges in the av-column, where either v = u− 1 or v = u+ 1. Apply a final color-switch incident to the b3-row
between the au- and av-columns, so that the overall n− 2 color-switches form good pairs. The result is now obtained. 
The following corollary is obtained immediately from Theorem 3.5.
Corollary 3.6. Let X be a 6-regular Cayley graph, Cay(A; {a, b, c}⋆), on a finite Abelian group A and let X be the quotient graph
Cay(A/⟨c⟩; {a, b}⋆). If a generates a 2-factor consisting of 2 cycles in X, and b generates a Hamilton cycle in X, then X is Hamilton-
decomposable.
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